ABSTRACT Cell association is considered as one of the key design issues in cellular networks which may significantly affects the quality of experience of the end users, the traffic load balancing of the base stations (BSs), and the network capacity. The scope of this work is to investigate the cell association policy in cache-enabled cellular networks for the performance enhancement of content delivery. Particularly, a content based cell association policy is considered, under which a user is designed to associated with the nearest feasible BS (the nearest BS which caches the requested file) if the interference from the physically nearest BS is constrained. In this context, we propose a stochastic geometry framework to analyze the association probability of the users and thereby the rate coverage performance of the cache-enabled cellular network. We also provide simulation results to validate our analysis. It is demonstrated through both the analytical and simulation results that the benefit of the proposed content based cell association policy is significant over the conventional cell association policy without interference constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless caching is believed to be an effective way of enhancing the network performance by reducing the downloading delay of popular multimedia files and alleviating the overloaded backhaul [1] - [6] . Particularly, by deploying the cache-enabled devices at the network edge, the expected data tsunami induced by wireless video streaming in the near future can be efficiently addressed [7] - [13] . Different from the conventional approaches of providing more spectrum resources, equipping large-scale antenna arrays, or network densification, wireless caching leverages the cheap storage to reduce the redundancy of massive video transmissions, and thereby has attracted tremendous interests from both academia and industries.
Cellular network is envisioned as an important application scenario of wireless caching [14] - [25] . Particularly, for single cell cellular networks [14] - [17] , in [14] , Maddah-Ali et al. investigated the centralized coded caching placement and content delivery strategy, and provided the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Dapeng Wu. information-theoretic analysis of the global caching gain. In [15] , Maddah-Ali et al. further considered the decentralized coded caching scheme and showed that the respective performance is close to the centralized one proposed in [14] . Under the same network setting, Niesen et al. studied the coded caching and delivery scheme when multiple caches is available at the users in [16] . It is worth noting that [14] - [16] considered the offline coded caching strategy. Different from [14] - [16] , in [17] , Pedarsani et al. investigated the online coded caching problem with timevarying cached content at the users. For multi-cell cellular networks [18] - [25] , in [18] , Liu et al. showed that caching at base stations (BSs) can enhance the energy efficiency of cellular networks. In [19] , Chen et al. considered the mobility-aware caching placement policy and energy efficient content delivery strategy to maximize the cache hit ratio and reduce the energy cost. In [20] , Krishnan et al. analyzed the optimal caching policy in cache-enabled small cell networks with retransmissions. In [21] , C. Yang et al. explored the interference cancelation gain at the users and derived the respective packet loss rate. In [22] , Naderializadeh et al. proposed a cache-Aided interference management to avoid VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ interference by applying zero-forcing at the transmitters and eliminate interference by utilizing interference cancellation at the receivers. In [23] , Chen et al. developed a novel time-domain buffer sharing policy to achieve the optimal communication-storage tradeoff. For heterogeneous scenario [24] - [26] , in [24] , C. Yang et al. considered a three-tier cache-enabled heterogeneous cellular network and derived the respective average ergodic rate. In [25] , under limited storage capacity, Z. Yang et al. considered the joint design of bandwidth allocation and cache placement policy in two-tier heterogeneous cellular network to minimize the average file transmission delay. In [26] , Tran et al. investigated the joint caching and bandwidth allocation scheme to maximized the hit probability. Cell association is considered to be one of the key design issues in cellular networks for data transmission, especially under the heterogeneous paradigm [27] - [31] . Particularly, in [27] , by applying the biased cell association policy based on the long-term averaged received signal power, Jo et al. analyzed the cumulative distribution function of downlink SINR and the average ergodic rate in heterogeneous cellular networks. In [28] , assuming the weighted path loss cell association policy, Singh et al. analyzed the joint uplinkdownlink rate coverage performance of heterogeneous cellular networks. In [29] , Sun et al. exploited the user behavior for cell association to maximize the throughput of the heterogeneous cellular network. In [30] , under Nakagami Fading, Khoshkholgh et al. captured the coverage performance of heterogeneous cellular networks with the max-SIR based cell association. In [31] , Elhattab et al. modeled the association process of users as a multi-objective optimization problem, and developed a distributed algorithm for the solution.
It is worth noting that, since the cached content varies over different BSs, wireless caching based (single-tier) cellular network is essentially a heterogeneous cellular network. Particularly, assuming that there are N popular files in the library, the cache-enabled cellular network can be considered as a N -tier heterogeneous cellular network. In the above mentioned works [14] - [25] of wireless caching, the cell association is simply based on the content requests of users, the caching placement of BSs, and the distance, i.e., the user are designed to associated with the nearest BS which caches the requested file. However, since the associated BS may not be the physically nearest BS, the successful transmission performance can not be guaranteed. It is also worth noting that none of the cell association policies developed in [27] - [31] can be directly applied to tackle this issue.
In this paper, to enhance the content delivery performance of the cache-enabled cellular network, we investigate the content based cell association policy which constrains the potential interference from the physically nearest yet nonassociated BS. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We present a novel analytical model to address the cell association in cache-enabled cellular network. The model captures the spatial randomness of the BSs and users, the path loss model, the channel fadings distribution, the target data rate, the request probability, the cache size, and the effect of the cell association policy. Particularly, to constrain the interference from the physically nearest yet non-associated BS, a threshold θ o is predefined for cell association and a user is successfully associated with its nearest feasible BS (the nearest BS which caches the requested file) if the interference from the physically nearest BS is less than θ o .
• We calculate two kinds of association probabilities of the users, i.e., the probability that a user is associated with the physically nearest BS, and the probability that a user is associated with the nearest feasible BS. With the derived association probabilities, we then able to obtain the densities of the two kinds of users, respectively.
• We characterize the load distribution of a typical BS at the origin. Further, based on derived load distribution, we derive the rate coverage probabilities of the users associated with the physically nearest BS and the users associated with the nearest feasible BS, respectively. Finally, based on the obtained densities and rate coverage probabilities of the two kinds of users, we evaluate the average rate coverage probability of the cacheenabled cellular network under the proposed content based cell association policy. It is demonstrated through both analytical and simulation results that the benefit of the proposed content based cell association policy is significant over the conventional cell association policy without interference constraint. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe mathematical model of the cacheenabled cellular network and present the content based cell association policy. In Section III, we calculate two kinds of association probabilities of the users, i.e., the probability that a user is associated with the physically nearest BS, and the probability that a user is associated with the nearest feasible BS. In Section IV, we derive the rate coverage probabilities of the users associated with the physically nearest BS and the users associated with the nearest feasible BS, respectively. Section V confirms the credibility of our analysis through numerical simulations. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations of selected symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cache-enabled cellular network, where certain popular multimedia files are precached at the BSs to reduce the round-trip transmission delay and alleviate the constrained backhaul. The positions of BSs and users are assumed to be independent and modeled according to homogeneous Poisson point processes with density λ b and λ u , respectively. The bandwidth of system is W and the transmit power of BSs is P b . Further, the downlink signals sent from the BS are assumed to experience a path loss of d −α over distance d with α denoting the path loss exponent, and a Rayleigh distributed fading with unit variance. Let SIR denote the received signal to interference ratio at the users. Then, the rate coverage of the cache-enabled cellular network is defined as
where K denotes the load at the BS and θ denotes the target data rate. It is assumed that the users make random requests of files in a finite multimedia library N , where |N | = N . All the files in the library N are assumed to be of the same length. Further, the popularity of the n-th file in N is assumed to follow the Zipf distribution as
where γ ≥ 0. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the cache memory of BSs is 1 and the probability of caching the n-th file in N is denoted by c n . However, it is worth noting that by applying the same method, our analysis can be easily extended to the general case where the cache memory of BSs is larger than 1.
To enhance the content delivery performance of the cacheenabled cellular network, a novel content based cell association policy is proposed. Particularly, under the proposed cell association policy, to constrain the interference from the physically nearest yet non-associated BS, a threshold θ o is predefined for cell association and a user is successfully associated with its nearest feasible BS (the nearest BS which caches the requested file) if the interference from the physically nearest BS is less than θ o . It is worth noting that if a user is nether associated with the physically nearest BS nor the nearest feasible BS, the respective request is assumed to be cache missed and thereby an outage occurs.
III. CELL ASSOCIATION PROBABILITY
In this section, we characterize the cell association probability of the users. It is worth noting that under the proposed content based cell association policy, the users can be categorized into two different kinds, i.e., the users associated with the physically nearest BS, and the users associated with the nearest feasible BS, respectively. Particularly, for a user which requests for the n-th file, we denote ζ n o as the probability the tagged user is associated with the physically nearest BS. Further, we denote ζ n t as the probability that the tagged user is associated with the nearest feasible BS. In the following, we first derive ζ n o . Lemma 1: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, for a user requesting the n-th file, the probability ζ n o that the tagged user is associated with the physically nearest BS is given by
Proof: Let d o denote the distance between the tagged user and the physically nearest BS. Further, let d n c denote the distance between the tagged user and the nearest feasible BS. Then, the probability density functions of d o and d n c are given by
and
respectively. According to the proposed content based cell association policy, the tagged user is associated with the physically nearest BS only if d o = d n c , i.e, the requested file is cached at the physically nearest BS. Then, based on (4) and (5), we can obtain that
which therefore concludes the proof. Remark 2: It can be easily verified that ζ n o is an increasing function of λ b . Intuitively, this is because that as λ b increases, the density of BSs which caches the n-th file also increases. As such, the chance that the tagged user can find a BS in its its neighbourhood which caches the n-th file increases with λ b .
Remark 3: Let λ n o denote the density of users which are associated with the physically nearest BS for the n-th file. Then, it can be easily verified that λ n o = λ u ζ n o . Let ζ o denote the probability that a user is associated with its physically nearest BS. Then, based on Lemma 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the probability ζ o that a user is associated with its physically nearest BS is given by
Remark 5: Let λ o denote the density of users which are associated with the physically nearest BS. Then, it can be easily verified that
We next characterize ζ n t . Particularly, under the proposed content based cell association policy, it can be easily verified that
where ζ c denotes the probability that the interference introduced by the physically nearest BS received at the tagged user is less than a predefined threshold θ o . As such, to derive ζ n t , we need to further characterize ζ c , which is provided in the following lemma.
Lemma 6: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, ζ c is given by
Proof: Based on the proposed content based cell association policy, (9) can be easily obtained by
where d o denotes the distance between the tagged user and its physically nearest BS, and h o denotes the respective fading power.
With Lemmas 1 and 6, we are now ready to evaluate ζ n t as given by the following lemma.
Lemma 7: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, for a user requesting the n-th file, the probability ζ n t that the tagged user is associated with the nearest feasible BS instead of the physically nearest BS is given by
Proof: Based on (8), (11) can be easily obtained.
Remark 8:
Let λ n t denote the density of users which are associated with the nearest feasible BS for the n-th file. Then, it can be easily verified that λ n t = λ u ζ n t . Let ζ t denote the probability that a user is associated with its physically nearest BS. Then, based on Lemma 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 9: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the probability ζ t that a user is associated with its nearest feasible BS is given by
Remark 10: Let λ t denote the density of users which are associated with the nearest feasible BS. Then, it can be easily verified that λ t = λ u ζ t .
IV. RATE COVERAGE PERFORMANCE
This section analyzes the rate coverage performance of the cache-enabled cellular network under the proposed content based cell association policy. Without loss of generality, we focus on a typical BS at location Y which caches the n-th file in N . As illustrated in 
respectively.
Proof: Based on [32] and [33] , the average area of V(Y) is given by Theorem 14: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, conditioned on a typical BS at location Y which caches the n-th file in N , N n is given by
Proof: By noting that (15) is immediately obtained.
Remark 15: It can be easily verified from (15) that N n is an increasing function with respect to ζ c .
Remark 16: Based on Theorem 14, it can be easily verified that the number of users in V n (Y) which associate with Y follows the Poisson distribution with mean given by N n .
Let λ a b denote the density of active BSs. Then, based on Theorem 14, we derive λ a b in the following lemma. Lemma 17: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the density λ a b of active BSs is given by
Proof: It is worth noting that, a BS is active only if the respective load is non-zero. As such, based on Theorem 14, it can be easily verified that
where K n denotes the load of a BS which follows the Poisson distribution with mean given by N n . Remark 18: Based on Lemma 17, it can be easily verified that λ a b is an increasing function with respect to N n . We are now ready to analyze the rate coverage performance of the cache-enabled cellular with the proposed content based cell association policy. We first characterize the rate coverage performance of users associated with their physically nearest BS. Particularly, let C n o denote the rate coverage probability of users in V(Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file. Then, we derive C n o in the following lemma.
Lemma 19: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the rate coverage probability C n o of users in V(Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file is given by
Proof: See Appendix A Remark 20: Based on Lemma 19, it can be easily verified that C n o is an decreasing function with respect to λ a b and thereby N n .
Further, let C o denote the average rate coverage probability of users in V(Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y. Then, based on Lemma 19, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 21: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the average rate coverage probability C o of users in V(Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y is given by (19) can be immediately obtained.
We next characterize the rate coverage performance of users associated with their nearest feasible BS. Particularly, let C n t denoted the rate coverage probability of users in V n (Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file. Then, we derive C n t in the following lemma. Lemma 22: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the rate coverage probability C n t of users in V n (Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file is given by
where
and 
and (q) n denoting the Pochhammer symbol as
Proof: See Appendix B. Further, let C t denote the average rate coverage probability of users in V n (Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y. Then, based on Lemma 22, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 23: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the rate coverage probability C t of users in V n (Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y is given by
Proof: By noting that C t = n∈N p n · C n t , (25) is immediately obtained.
Let C n denote the average rate coverage probability of the users associated with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file under the proposed content based cell association policy. Then, based on Lemmas 19 and 22, we derive C n in the following lemma.
Lemma 24: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the average rate coverage probability C n of users associated with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file is given by
Proof: By noting that (26) is immediately obtained.
Let C denote the average rate coverage probability of the users associated with the typical BS at location Y under the proposed content based cell association policy. Then, based on Lemma 24, we derive C in the following theorem.
Theorem 25: Considering a cache-enabled cellular network, under the proposed content based cell association policy, the average rate coverage probability C of users associated with the typical BS at location Y is given by
Proof: By noting that C = n∈N p n C n , (27) is immediately obtained. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we simulate the cache-enabled network under the proposed content based association policy to validate our analysis. Particularly, Monte Carlo method is applied and the simulations are performed in a circular region of radius 50m, where the BSs and users are randomly placed based on independent homogeneous Poisson point processes with intensities of λ b = 0.1 and λ u , respectively. The transmit power of BS is set to be P b = 5W. The bandwidth is set to be 1 MHz. The predefined interference constraint applied in the proposed content based cell association is set as θ o = 0.1. The data rate target is set as θ = 0.1. Further, the path loss exponent is set as α = 4. For caching parameters, we set the library size as N = 5, the caching capacity at BSs as M = 1, the content popularity γ = 1, and assume uniform caching probability, i.e., c n = 0.2 for n = 1, 2, ..., 5.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the simulation results of the association probability ζ o confirm the analytical values. Further, it can be observed from Fig. 2 that ζ o increases with λ b , which is coincides with our analysis. Particularly, this implies that the denazification of BSs can enhance the association probability of users with the physically nearest BS. Fig. 3 demonstrates the trends of ζ t versus the density λ b of BS. It is shown that the theoretical estimates and simulating results of ζ t are consistent. It is also shown that different from ζ o as illustrated in in Fig. 2 , ζ t is a decreasing function of λ b . Intuitively, this is because that as λ b increases, it is more likely that the physically nearest BS is also the nearest feasible BS. Fig. 4 plots the rate coverage probability C n o versus the density λ u of users. The analytical results are demonstrated to be accurate. Further, it is shown that C n o is a decreasing function of λ u . Intuitively, this is because that as λ u increases, the load of a BS also increases, which thus deteriorates the rate coverage performance. Fig. 5 plots the rate coverage probability C n t versus the density λ u of users. The effectiveness of the derive analytical results is shown. Similar as that of C n o , C n t is also a decreasing function of λ u , which is due to the same reason that as λ u increases, the load of a BS also increases, and thereby the rate coverage performance becomes poor. Fig. 6 shows the analytical and simulated results of the rate coverage probability C n versus the density λ u of users. It is shown that the analytical results are well consistent with the simulation results. Further, due to the monotonicity of C n o and C n t , C n is also a decreasing function of λ u . Fig. 7 compares the performance of the proposed content based cell association policy with the baseline policy, VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Rate coverage probability C n versus the density of users λ u . i.e., the user simply associated with the nearest feasible BS without interference constraint, on C o and C t , respectively. It is shown through Fig. 7 that, the proposed content based cell association policy achieves a significant performance gain over the baseline policy on both C o and C t . Intuitively, this is because that under the proposed content based cell association policy, the interference from the non-associated yet physically nearest BS is well constrained. Fig. 8 provides the performance comparison between the proposed content based cell association policy with the baseline policy on C. Similar as that observed in Fig. 7 , the proposed content based cell association policy significantly improves the rate coverage performance of the cache-enabled cellular network over the baseline policy.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work investigated the cell association policy in cacheenabled cellular networks for the performance enhancement of content delivery. Particularly, a content based cell association strategy was considered, under which a user is designed to associated with the nearest feasible BS (the nearest BS which caches the requested file) if the interference from the physically nearest BS is constrained. Under this setting, we proposed a stochastic geometry framework to analyze two kinds of association probabilities of the users, i.e., the probability that a user is associated with the physically nearest BS, and the probability that a user is associated with the nearest feasible BS. Further, we characterized the load distribution of a BS, and based on which derived the rate coverage performance of cache-enabled cellular network. We also provide simulation results to confirm our analysis. It is demonstrated through both analytical and simulation results that the benefit of the proposed content based cell association policy is significant over the conventional cell association policy without interference constraint.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 19
Under the proposed content based cell association policy, the received SIR of an arbitrary user at location x in V(Y) which associates with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file is given by
where a b denotes the set of active BSs, x i is the coordinate of the i-th active BS in a b /{Y}, h o is the fading power between Y and x, d o is the distance between Y and x, h i is the fading power between x i and x, and |x i −x| is the respective distance.
Then, based on (1), we derive the rate coverage probability C n o as follows: 
which then completes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 22
Under the proposed content based cell association policy, the received SIR of an arbitrary user at location x in V n (Y) which associate with the typical BS at location Y for the n-th file is given by the respective distance. Then, we obtain C n t as given by (31) , shown at the bottom of the previous page. This completes the proof of Lemma 22.
